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The genesis of the Department of Surgery of the University of Rochester
Medical Center was a direct consequence of the FIexner Report of 1910 that
assessed the status of medical education in the United States of America. During
its eight decades of existence, the department has been recognized by the
unusually large number of academic leaders, who emanated horn its ranks.The
University of Rwhester, whm measured against older institutions, h provided
an academic setting in which students, residents, fellows, and junior faculty
progressed in their development to become academic leaders, with a major
impact on national and international surgery.

It can be argued that other surgery departments have contn%utedmore
significantly to the science of surgery or have been more vislile in their clinical
accomplishments, but few have equaled the Department of Surgery at the
University of Rochester Medical Crnter as an environment for the dwtlopment
of surgid leadership.

The history of the Department of Surgery and the surgical specialty
divisions, which have been integral elements of the department, recounts a
continuous evolution. The history presents cogent evidence of the department's
contribution to the dissemination of surgical education by nurturing surgical
leaders through rigorous academic and clinical training, and the consequent
production of an impressive array of chairs of surgery departments, heads or
chiefs of surgical s p e d t y departments and divisions, leaders of medical
institutions and distinguished surgical societies, not only within this country but
also around the world The hlstcrry of the Department of Surgery of the
University of Rochester Medical Center, with its extraordinaryperformance, is
offered as a stimulus for engendering and perpetuatingpride in those who have
been and will be associated with the University of Rochester Medical Center.
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The portals of the Deparbnent of Surgery, through which people entered
and h m whi& people and projects emanated, are integral parts of the stnrcture
of the U M t y of Rochester Medical Center. As such,the department's genesis,

evolution, and educational philosophy, constitute a reflection of institutional
attitudes that have pershted for more than eight decades.
The cod@n
of the University of Rochester Medical Center can be
to the 1910 report of Abraham Flexner, conducted under the
auspices ofthe Carnepie Foundation for the Advancement of M g . This
revelatory and explosive report spelled the death knell for a bwy of ma@d
medical schools, includmg aU but one or two independent institutiow and led
to the integration of medical education under uniwfsity control.
traced spc&caUy

As a continuum of the repa* her was charged with the repnsiiility
of creating new medical d m l s within &Wed universities. The plans were
to support about a half dozen new or reorgaukd schools, aided by reswrecs
from the Rockefeller Foundation, induding one in Mew York State. Rexner,
who held University of Rochester Pmident Dr.Ilwh Rhees in great esteem,
convinced Dr. Rhees that the University of Rochater muhibe the locus for a
new medid schmt George Fastman who had provided the mkemity with funds
to develop a h
l of music,agreed to a v n a l gift of $4 million and committed
himself to r a k an addifionalS1 d o n , provided the cumulative amount was
matched by a gift from the General Education Board of the Rockefeller
Foundation. The RocMeller Foundation agreed, and the two g h s we*
announced by Dr. Rhees at the university's commencement on June 1 1,1920.

The sites selected for the university, the medical school and the hospital
were hated at the southern edge of the City of Rochester, where the Gencscc
River bends toward the city center. At the time, the land, consisting of 82 a m ,
contained the golf course of the Oak Hill Country Club, which Oak Hill agreed
to sell to the university for relocation of the Men's College, &en on Prince
Street. The Women's College remained,temporarily, at the Prince Street -on,
while Oak H
ill moved to its current location in Pittsford. An additional 97
contiguous acres of farm and nursery land werc reserved for wnsh-uctionof the
medical school and hospital.
George Hoyt Whipple, reauited h m the University of Glifornia, San
Francisco, became the first dean of the University of Rochester School of
Medicine and Dentistry in September 1921. Whipple would later share the
Nobel Prize for Physiology and Medicine with George Richards Minat and
William Parry Murphy in 1934 "inrecognition of their discoveries r q e d q
liver therapy in mamias."

Whipple's initial appointmentwas Nathaniel W.Faxon as director of the
proposed Strong Memorial Hospital,named for Henry Alvah Strong, George
Eastman's first partner in Kodak, and Helen Gdfen Strong. Subsequently,
George W. Corner was named as p h r of anatomy, sequentdy followed by:
Walter R. BIoor, professor of biochemistry;William S. McCann, professor of
medicine; Karl M. Wilson, professor of obstetrics and gynecology; JohnJ.
Morton, Jt,professor of surgery, Samuel W.Clausen, pmfesxlr of pediatrics;
and W a k e 0.Fenn, professor of physiology.

In the fall of 1925, the first m e d i d school dass,consisting of 20 male
and 2 female studen& matriculated, and, in 1926,Strong Memorial Hospital
opened as a 250 bed hospital incorporating the Rochester Municipal Hospital.
The hospital formally opened its doors on January4,1926. Dr. Morton
performed the 6rst operation, a resection of a mixed tumor of the parotid on
January7. CohdentaUy, one of the first operations performed in the oldest
extant operating room ofthe oldest hospital in the United States, the
Pennsylvania Hospital, was slso a r a d o n of a mixed tumor of the parotid.
John1. Morton Jt,a Massachusetts born graduate of Amherst College
and JohnsHopkins Medical School, served as the world renowned Dr. Harvey
Gushing's second intern at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital. He then spent two
years ia internal medicine at the Rockefeller Institute Hospital before completing
his surgical tmhhg at the
General Hospitd He pradid
ortho@
surgery in New Haven for a short period of time and then joined
the Yale faculty as associate professor of surgery under Dr. Samuel Hawey. Dr.
Morton accepted the position as p m w r of surgery at Rochester in May 1923
and arrived a year later. Dr. Morton,an international authority on bone tumors,
performed the first hernipehctomy in the United States at Strong Memorial
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Dr. Morton devoted the first year of his aaivities m Rochester to overseeing
outpatient W t i e s , the emergency ward, and operating rooms.This included
lighting, sterilizers, anesthesia machines,furniture and instruments; as he stated
ueverjthing h m safety pins to operating tables" Provision was made for the
production of splints and a variety of apparatuses for physiotherapy and
radiotherapy. He also directed his attention taward asernbSing*ateaching staff,
qmimental laboratories, and integration of surgery with pathology,hcmiology
roentgenology, anammy, physiology, and biochemistrymn
3y the time Smhg Memorial Hospital opened, Dr. W.J. Merle Scott had
arrived from Lalvside Hospital in Cleveland to serve as assistant professor of
surgery. Dr. T.Banford Jonesbemme the 6rst surgical resident, and Dr. Samuel
C. Roth, a graduate of Washington University, SL t
.
Lwiqved as the first surgid
intern. Dr.David M.Davis, already in practict in Rochester, was appointed
assistant professor of urology, a position he held until the appointment of Dr.
W.W.Scott in 1929.

In JuEj 1926, Dr. Samuel J. Stabins assumed the role of the first a d t a n t
resident in charge of the +end
surgical laboratory. Dr Stabins eventually
beame chief of surgery at The Genesee Hospital and the first president of the
Society of University Surgeom. Also, in 1926, Dr.R Plato !khwam was recruited
to head the section of orthopaedics, and Dr. Clyde Heatly arrived to organize
teaching and research in oto-rhino-laryngolagp. A tumor chic, under the auspks
of the Department of Surgery, one of the first to otganized m a wed hospital,
was initiated.
The formal dedication of the School of Medicine and Dentistry and
Strong Memorial Hospital took place on October 25 and 26,1926. As part of the
program, Dr. Harvey Cusbg, presided at the first surgical c h i c in Strong
Memorial Hospital, M n g the -Went of pituitary tumo~s.

In 1927, Dr Herman E k s e joined the residency stalT as a Rockefeller
Fellow. Dr. William Van Wagenen became a member of the surgid staff in 1928,
and, in 1930, was designated assistant professor of neurological surgery. The
Department of S
w created a subdivision of plastic surgery under the direction
of Dr.Forest Young in 1934. By the end of that decade, the department recorded
35,000 surgical procedures and weraged 400 operations per month. The major
spcialties of urology,o r t h e neurosurgery, oto-rhino-laryngology,plastic
surgery, and dental and ord surgery were well established subdivisions of the
department. A co-operative internship with obstetrics and gynecology was
cmteli

Dr. Morton continued as chair until 1953. During his tenure the general
surgical staff included: Dr. Earle B. Mahoney, who joined the Eaculty in 1939;
Dr. JohnA SchiIling, who was appointed instructor in 1944; Dr.George L Emerson,
who had trained in the department and returned in 1946 after a feUowhip in
thoracic surgery at Yale Medical Center; and Drs. Charles D.Sherman, Harry D.
Kingsley, Michael h u c h (Rains), and W. Andrew Dale, all of whom
completed their surgical residencies at the University of Rochester.

Dr. Morton also forged educational d6Ihtionswith The Genesee
Hospital, Bradford Hospital in PennsyIvmh, Tompkins County Memorial
Hospital in Ithaca, Clifton Springs Sanitarium and Iola bhrium. A residency
in plastic surgery was initiated after the war, as weIl as a rotation in orthopaedic
surgery at Rochester General Hospital-

The department hosted the inaugural meeting of the =ety of
University Surgeons in 1939 and two meetings of the SDciety of Clinical Surgery
during the 26 years of Dr. Motton's tam. During Dr.Morton's ten- research
interests of the -t
induW. q d m e n t a l cancer &bone tumor$
the sympathetic nervous system related to vascular disease and hypertension;
atelectasis; bide duct reconstruction; l y vessel occlusion;burns; shack and
fluid replacement; liver function and ascltes; gait recording; scoliosis;

submicroscopic structure of bone; bladder tumors; prostatic hypertrophy;
congenital abnormalities of the urinary tract; renal circulation and diuresis;
&beta insipidus; epilepsy prefrontal lobotomy; intraocular transplantation of
tumor tissue;esuphagosqy and bronchoscopy, inhding the development of
instrumentation.

Dr. W.J. Uerle Scott became chair of the Department of Surgery in 1955
after two years as pro tempore chair, and served for five years. During this period,
Dr. Frank P. Smith was appointed chief of the Division of Neurosurgery, and
four of the general surgical residents who completed the program joined the
faculty, bcghing with JohnH. Morton ( 19543, J. Raymond Hinshaw (19551,
Jamesk DeWeese (19561, and Seymour I. Schwartz (1957). In 1959, Dr.
khwiutz organized the first annual Surgical Chief Residena' C o ~ c ewhich
,
was hosted by the department. Residents from almost all major programs within
the United States attended. The conference continued on an m u d basis and,
ultimately, was incorporated in the annual meeting of the Society of U n i k t y
Surgeons. In 1960, Dr. Schwa& became the first and or* member of the faculty
of the University of Rcdmter School of Uedicie and Dentistry to receive the
John and Mary Markle S c h o W p in Academic Medicine.

The five years of Dr. Scott's leadership was marked by a s
i
w
c
a
n
td t i o n
of research and pductivit~.Dr. Dale, followed by Drs. DeWeese and Schwa~Q
coordinatedthe research laboratoy.Projects led by Dr.Mahoney investigated
cardiac surgery and the applicabilityof total body hypothermia Drs. Dale and
D e W e e € o c u don pripheral vascular surgery,including arterial reconstrudon
and phlebopphy. Dr. Schwartz examined the effects of electrical charge on
thrornbosk In the nation's &st laboratory sponsored by the Atomic Energy
Commission, Drs. Kingsley and Hinshaw studied burns and the role of topical
zinc in healing.
Drs. Sherman, Mahoney, and Dale reported on the use of the right colon
as replacement of the intrathoracic esophagus. Drs. S&wartz

and Dale presented
the 6rst series of patients with primary sderosing &bagitis, while Drs.
George L. Emerson arld Harold Bales reported the first mia ofcases of bleeding
esophageal varies treated with intravmous pituitrin (vasopressin). Dr. Emerson
reviewed histoplasmosis of the lung and the natural history of pulmonary
carcinoma.

In the specialty divisions, Dr. Louis Goldstein continued his study of
sc10liosis; Dr. S
i Lema h t i g a t c d glaucoma and assodated biochemical
abnormalities;Dr. JorgenSchiegd studied the efficacy of intravenous fluids and
low molecular weight d m on renal function; and Dr. JohnA. Benjamin, in
conjunction with Dr. JamesSibleyWatson, performed the first cineradiography
of the urinary tract.
Dr. Cbdes Rob, a distinguished vascular surgeon and professor of
surgery at S t Mary's Hospital, London, began a 17-year period as chair of the

department in 1960. Dr.Rob designated Dr. JohnH.Morton as coordinator of
the internship program and JmesA DeWeese as c ~ o n h t o of
r the d n c y
pmgram. Dr. Seymour I. Schwa& was named director of surgical research.
During the years of Dr. Rob's ladedip, Drs. Walter J. Pories and AUyn G. May
joined the faculty on completion of their resiand, in I%Z, Dr. JamesT.
Adams, the 6rst graduate of an extend &ey,
joined the hcdv In 1964,
Dr. l o q h V. Mc Donald was appointed chief of the Division ofMeurosurggf,
and a year later, Dr. JohnF r a m became the 6rst full time professor of the
Division of Otolaryngology.

Dr. Rob was dedicated to amalpmating tbe residency program on a
citywide basis. In 1967, Dr.Rend Menguy was appointed chief of surgery and
director of the surgical residency program at The Genesee Hospital and
Professor of Surgery at the University af Rochester School of Medicine and
Dentistry. Dr. J. Raymond Hinshaw, Dr. Harry D. Kingsley, and Dr. Raymond
Graziani, respectively, were designated with similar titles at Rochater General
Hospital (1965), Highland Hospita1(1%7), and St. Mary's Hospital (1968).
Rotations were established at Batavia Veteran's Adminktration Hospital, which
specialized in tuberdosis, and at Willard State Hospital.
In 1968, the integration of the hospitals' multiple residency training
programs into a single University of Rochester Surgical Residency was f o r d i d
with two subs&. Interns (Rf residents) were appointed by each hospital and
served their initial year at that institution. R2 and R3 residents were appointed
by a committee of the chiefs of the services and rotated to two of the hospitals,
The three residents at Strong Memorial Hospital spent one or two years in
remuch positions before completing their f a d and Uth years, while the other
residents completed their training at the institution where they had been initially

accepted
In 1969, d e s i o l o g v beame the fim surgical division to be designated
a separate department. In 1975, coincident with the appointment of Dr. C.
M c C o b harts as MI
orthopaedics became a department distinct fiom
surgery. During the period of Dr.Rob's Ehairmanship, the department's national
visibility in vascular surgery n w sigdcantly, particularly because of seminal
m n t n i o n s by Drs. Rob and DeWetse. Drs. Adams and DeWeese made an
important contriiutiw to the treatment of venous thrombosis with the
development of a dip to pardly intmupt i&rior venacaval flow and prevent
pulmonary emhlization. En the laboratory, Dr. DeWeese studied whole body
hypothermia and its application m cardiac surgery and the issue of mymidid
p-a
Dr.h i e s and Dt.Himhaw m t c d tht role of zinc in skin
repair. Dr. Scbwnrtz studied the applimtion of hyperbatrc oxygenation, the
pathophysiology of ascites, the isotopic evaluation of portal circulation,the
use of isotopically W e d mtibodies to fibrinogen as a method of detecting
thrombi, and platelet a b n o d t i e s
with shock.

Dr. Uharb Rob
Il%iSl977)

Dr. William R.h c k e r
(1977-1 9117)

DLSchwark and hwrmce Griffith, a third year medical student, reported
the laboraulry and clinical m e n = with the use of electrical stimulation of
the carotid sinus nerve to control intractable essential hypertension. In 2005,
Dr.Karl Ihg rejuvenated the procedure by performing the first mdern direa
stimulation of the carotid sinus for hypertension in this country, leading to a
national study that he would head. Drs. Sidney k n e r and Seymour Zigman
published the msult of several studies concerning the biochemical factors
involved in the formation of cataracts. In urology, Dr. Donald McDonald
i n v d p t e d cryotherapy of bladder tumors,and Dr. El Badawi defined the
innervation of the bladder mumdame. The Division of Anesthesia, while still
part of the Department of Surgery, evaluated a u t o ~ o and
n assessed
anesthetic agents and their implication as a cause ofhepatic dysfunction

Dr.William R Drucker assumed the chair in 1977 and semd for ten
years. He had been a surgid resident and Wty member at Case Western
Reserve, chair of su%cry at the University of Toronto,and dean of the University
of Vu@ Medid School. He recruited Dr.Paul R Schloerb, a graduate of
the University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry, to direct the
nutritional support s e m k A p m d y integrated nsidency program was developed
that became a non-pyramidal [block] progasion in 1979, with rbe dominant
time spent at Strong Memorial Hospital coupled with rotations through
Rochester General Hospital,The Genesee Hospid, H q h h d Hospital, and St,
Mary's Hospital Six redents completed the program annually.
In 1975, dothoracic surgery was designated a division in surgery, and

Dr.DeWeese was appointed as chair. In 1981, Dr.Arthur Hengerer sumeded
Dr. Frazer as chair of the Division of Otolarygology. In 1984, Dr.R Christie
Wray was recruited as chair of the Division of Plastic Surgery. A section of
vasdar surgery, with Dr.DeWeese as chief, was established within general surgery
in 1987. In 1991, he was replaced by Dr. Richard M. Gmn,and divisional status
was assigned in 1W8.
During Dr.Druckefs tenure, the major research and dinid projeas
within the department included:protein depletion, total My wata masuremen&
platelet aggregation and sequestration,neoinhal fibrous hyperplasia, glucose
defense during shock, cardioplegia, fluotoscein m m e n t of intestinal viability,
myeloprolikrative disorders and splerlectomy for hematobgic diseases, the use
of a sulfamylon laminated dressing for bums, intra-arterial infusion of liver
metastases using an implantable pump,and the efEect ofcytomepk viral infection
on renal graft survival.

Dr.Seymour I. =war& was appointed chair in 1987 and served for 11
years. In July 1989, Drs. David A. Krusch, JamesLkcock, and Harry C. Sax
to be 6 t d uuder Dr. ! k k u t z 1 s leadership.
arrived as the 6rst of tfie new
Dr.Krusch initiated studies on isolated pancreas perfusion and trained Dr.
Carolyn Jones,tbe department's first PhD candidate. Dr.Krusch applied his

computer q d s e to direct the Medical Center's Informatics Division and
& a i d the Amerian College of Surgeons newly established Informatics
Committee. Dr. Peacock developed a laboratory to study tumor necrosis factor
and cachexia, and, during Dr.Sitpnam's tenure, b e m e the surgical residency
program director. Dr.Sax investigated intestinal transport of amino acids in his
laboratory and directed the hospital's Nutritional Support Services. In 2005, he
accepted a pmition as chief of surgery at Miriam Hospital and professor of surgery
at B r o w University in Providence, Rhode Island.
R d t m m t strengthened the sub-specialtiesof general surgery. Dr.
David Feliciano establish4 the section of trauma. He left after two ycam to
become chief of surgery at Grady Hospital, Emory Medial Center. Dr. Mmer
Q. Bessey r e p l a d Dr. Feliuarlo, and rejuvenated the burn center before he
moved to the burn center at New York Hospital.

Dr.James C e d i successfully established a ?muplantation=tion. He was
joined by Drs. Mchael Morris and Mark Orloff. Dr. Oscar Bronsther replaced
Dr,Cerilli, who retired, and emblished a team, induding Dr. Luis Mieles, that
performed liver, pancreas, and small intesw transplantation. Dr.Walter k p l i
joined the faculty and initiated the d o n for pediatric surgery. The last of the
general surgical recruits during this era was Dr. Luke Schwnigx, recipient of &e
W h o t Fellowship for Cancer m c h , wlm temporarily became the director of
surgical oncology. In 1991, Dr. Eugene D.Georgc,was appointed chief of the
division of neurosurgery, and Dr. George L. Hicks Jr. was designated chair of
cardiothoracic surgery.
At the time of his retirement from the cbair in 1998, Dr. !kbu&
was
appointed Distinguished Alumni hofessor of Surgery, and the mtrgical chair was
e n d d and namedthe ! k p o u r I. Schwartz Chair of Surgery. Dr.Arthur
Hengerer served as interim chair until Dr.JamesV. Sitzmaatl was recruitedto
the position in 1999. After training at JohnsHopkins M e d i d Center, Sitzmann
rose to the rank of professor of surgery before assuming the chair of surgery at
Georgetown Medical Center. Dr. Sitzmann's tenure as duir of surgery at
University of W e s t e r M&
Center was unfortunately abbreviated by a
devastatingbicyde accident in 2001, at which time Dr. Hengem once again
became interim chair.

During his brief tenure, Dr.Sitzmann recruited Dr. Paul Bankey, as had
of trauma and critical care, and Carol Miller-Graziano, as director of surgical
dThe trauma Wty was v d e d with the additiom of Dr. Julius
Cheng,Dr. Mark Gestrhg,and Dr. Nicok Stasem, as well as Dr.Christopher
Lena as director of the burn center. Dr. Amadeo Ma~coswas recruited to head
tramplantation. The hepatic transplantation program expmded exponentially,
beurming the Lugat live-donor program in the world under his stewardship.
Dr.Marm added Dr.Adel BomrgmM to the faculty he ammed the directorship
when Dr. M m left to direct the Pittsburgh program. Drs. Ashok M.Jainand
Peter Abt were later added to the transplantationfaculty, In general surgery,
U

Dr. Stewm A h r e d was mauited as director of gastromtdd oncology, whiie
Dr.Gretchen Ahrendt became director of brast and endocrine surgery. DL
RabihSalloum also joined the faculy a h completing his Mowhip in surgical
oncology. Dr.George T.D r u p and Dr. Mary Catherhe Santoswere added to
the pedtatric surgery faculty.

Dr.JeffreyPeten, a p m b m of surgery at the U M t y of Southern
California noted for his leadership in the field of esophagml surgery, ,assumed
the psition of chair in July2004. He restruauredthe department creating its
current 10 divisions:
C d h c Su%ery: George L Hiclss (chief), Gmrge M. Alfieris, lames A
DeWeese, Peter A. Knight, H.Todd M a s q

Colorectal Surgery: Samantha Hendren, Rabih Sanoum, Sepour I.
Schwartz

GI1 Barisltric Surgery: JosephJohnsau(chief), Thad Boss, T i h i Dass,
William O'Malley (Highland Hospital)
Pediatric Surgwy:Walter Pegoli (chief), George T.Drugas, Mary C Santos

PIastic Surger)-. Howard N. Larigstein (chief),v'mcent Realt, )oh
Girotta, Stephen Vega
h c h l h i c Surgery: Carol M i l l e r - G h o (director),Nelly A*,
JohnMen,Asit De,Suzanae Nicholl, Eaeen Redmond, Ting Chung Wang
Surgical Onaolagy: Luke Schwninger (chief), David Krwch, Ann
Olzinski, JamesL.Pea&

Ka-,

Thoracic/ Foregut Surgery: JefheyH.Peters (chief), Carolyn Jones,David
k e Sillin, Thomas Watson
Transplant/ H e p t o M i q Surgery: Add Bozorgzadeh (chief),Peter Abb

Ashok lain, Mark Orloff
Trauma/ Emergency-S
Paul E. BanlcBey (chief), JuliuCheng, Mark
Gstrhg, Chrktupher lenw Nicole Stassen
Vascular Swpy Karl IUg (cbicf),JamesT. Mams,Mark Davis, John
k Porter, Je&y Rhodes, Michael Sin&
Among the current M o m , several specialty intcrcsts merit individual
historialconsideration:

PlasticSswgery (esfablishd 1TheDIvisiondPlasticSurgery~itsorigintoDr.Fo~bung,who
compIetedhispdsurgid~cyattheU~~ofRochcstcrSchdof
Mediche and Dentistry in 1934 After a ymr in o r h p d a and 6 months of
traininginplastic~atBamcPHospitalinStLouis,Dr.Yolmg~wsdesignatad

the plastic and reconstructhesurgeon within the Department of Surgery. He
conm%utedto the literature on deft lip and palaw surgery and published one of
the &at reports on immediate excision of a third degree burn. Whm the
American Board of Plastic Surgery was formed in 1941, Dr.Young raccivled his
&cation
in accordance with a grandfather &use.

In Septembtr 1950, Dr. Robert M.McCorrnack, who completed his
residency in plastic surgery under Dr. Young, was recruitedfrom his practice in
M i l w a u k Wimnsin to s u m e d Dr.Young, who maved to California.
h i d e m y rotationswith plastic surgeons at The Genesee Hospital,
Rochester General Hospital, and at Roswell Park Memorid Institute in Buffalo
with Dr. Vabram Bakamjian, were established. In 1959, Dr. Lester M. Cramer
joined the Wty and initiated a program, in conjunction with the Eastman
Dental Center, h the treatment of deft lip and palate. Dr. Cramer kft in 1966
to chair the Division of Plastic Surgery at Temple Universify Medical Center.In
1960, Dr. Harold Bales, trained in general and plastic surgery in Rochater, was
added to the faculty,and continued as a valuable contributor tmtil his untimely
death in 1974. The void left by the loss of Drs. Cramer and Bale was med by
Dr.George P.Reading, who remained a member of the fady horn 1975
through 1995. In 1973, Dr.Elethea H.Calwho also train& in the prugram,
joined the faculty and continued to practice for over three decades.
In April 1962, the Division of Plastic Surgery hosted the h t Plastic
Surgery Residents Conference, which was patterned after the h k r s i t y Surgical
Residents Conference. In 1975, a combined post-residency f e W p in hand
surgery was established in conart with the Department of orthopedic Surgery.
Dr. McCormack, as noted in the section entitled "ThoseWho Have Passed
Through: held an almost unma&ed number of national leadership roles in tbe
areas of his interests.

La January1994, Dr.M&&
who das chair of plastic surgery
for 33 years, was replad by Dr. R Christie Way, formerly of Barnes Hospital
in St.Louis. The Roswell Park robtion was eliminated when Dr.Wray assumed
the chair, and the time was assigned to The Genesee Hospital where Dr.Vincent
E Reale was chief of plastic sufgery,and -ester
Generid Hospital, under the
MOII
of Dr.H.Raul Herrera. A coordinattd redency program was initiated, in
which the R l through R3 years were spmt in general surgery, and the R4 and R5
years were e x d m committed to plastic surgery. Dr. JosephSerletti joined the
faculty in 1990 after completing a fellowship in reconstructive microsurgery. In
September 1998, Dr.Serletti assumed the chair of plastic surgery when Dr.Wray
left for the University of Georgia Dr.Vincent Rtalt moved to Strong Memorial
Hospital as a member of the full-time faculty, and he was joined by Dr. Andrew
Smith, Dr. JohnGirotto, Dr.Karl Michalko, and Dr. Stephen Vega. Dr. Serletti
left to become chair of plastic surgery at the University of Pemqdvania in 2005,
and Dr. Howard N.Langstein, from the M.D. Anderson Hospital in Houston,
was appointed chair in September 2005.

Cardiofhoracic Surgrwy (established 1975)
In 1947, Dr. George L h e r s o n returned to R d t s w r , afma m fellowship
at M e Medid Center, to begin the h
t practia committed to thoracic surgery.
A Board of Thoracic Surgery was established nationally as an e t e of the
American Board of Surgery in 1948. About that time, Dr. Earle B.Mahoney
began his leadership role in cardiac surgery at the University of Rochater
Medical Center. Upon completion of his residency,Dr. DeWeese joined Dr.
Mahoney in efforts to q m d the univefsitys presence in the field. In 1969, a
one-year program in cardiothoracic surgery was made available only to those
who completed the general surgical residency. Two years later, an independent
American Board ofThoraac Surgery was established In 1975, the Division of
Cardiothoracic Surgery 14thDr. DeWeese as its chair was r e q n h e d within the
department. A two-year training program was initiated in 1979.

Dr. George L. Hicks succeeded Dr. DeWeese as chair of the division in
1BI. He concentratd his &rts on adult t a c surgery, while Dr. Scott
Stewart, who had joined the M t y ia 1973, and, subsequently, Dr. George L.
Alfieris focused on +tric
cardiac surgery. Over the course of time,Dr.Hicks
was joined by Dr. William H.Risher, Dr. JohnM.Snider, and Dr. Lucian A
Durham III, who remainedfor variable periods. At this time, Dr. Peter A
Knight and Dr. Todd Marsey, who initiated a successful cardiac transplantation
program, participate with Dr. Hicks in the cardiac surgery p p m .

Dr.Clay E.Phillips w a s an active participant in non-cardiac thoracic
surgery from 1964 until his rttircment in 1994. In 1987, Dr.Richard L.Febs
returned to the university to devote W t o non-cardiac thoracic surgery. He
was joined by Dr. David Johnstonein 1993 and Dr. Thomas Watson in 1996. In
2004, Dr.JeffreyPeters &Med the division of foregut surgery, incorporating
non-cardiac thoracic surgery.
Vascular S u w (established 1997)
The deparhnent has ahvays represented a center of excellence for vascular
s q q . Drs. JohnJamisonMorton, Jr.,W.J. Merle Scott, and Herman Pearse,
early faculty in vascular surgery, were founding members of the ! k i e t y of
Vascular Surgerywhen it was formed in 1947. In the 1950%w s a h procedures
were performed by Drs. Scott, Mahoney, Dale, DeWeese, and Schwart~The
department's stature in the field was significantly increased by the presence of
Dr. Charles Rob,who became chair of the Department of Surgery in 1961. A
vascular surgery fellowship program was established in 1984 under the Eeadership
of Dr.DeWeese, who was succeededby Dr.Richard Green in 1991. Drs. John
Riwtta, Kenneth Ouriel,Patrick Riggs, Cynthia Shortell, Karl Tllig, Mark Davies,
Jeffrey Rhodes, and Michael J. Sin@ have hmembers of the M t y .

Vascular surgery was granted divisional st* ifl 1997. In 2005, Dr.Karl
Illig assumed the &visional chair. The stature ofvaxular surgery at the

Dr. Walter R p l i
( I 987-1

University of Rochester Medical Center is evidenced by the number of national
and international leadership positions held by the faculty, and the number of
graduates who have gone on to head programs at other institutions, as detaiied

in "ThoseWho Have Passed Through."

Trauma Surgery (established 1999)
Dr. John H. Morton was designated by Dr. Rob as the coordinator of
trauma surgery in 1961. Dr. Morton also supervised the management of burns
with Dr. Robert McCorrnack, and, for 16 years, Morton was in charge of Strong
Memorial Hospital's emergency room. In 1989, Dr. David V. Feliciano was
recruited to supervise trauma care. When he left in 1994 to become chief of
surgery at the Grady Hospital in Atlanta, Dr. Palmer Q. Eessey assumed that role
until his departure in 2000. Dr. Erik S. Barquist assisted in the management of
trauma and critical care kom 1996-1999. The management of trauma was
expanded significantly with the recruitment of Dr. Paul Bankey in 2000. The
trauma faculty increased with the additions of Drs. JuliusD. Cheng, Mark L.
Gestring, Nicole A. Stassen, and Christopher W. Lentz as director of the burn
center. The trauma division's responsibilitywas expanded to incorporate
emergency surgery.
Pediatric Surgery (established 1997)

The pediatric surgical needs of the community were met by Dr. Robert R.
White h m 1959 through 1979 prior to the recruitment of Dr. Walter Pegoli in
1997. Dr. White trained with Dr. Robert Gross at the Boston Children's Hospital
and, while in Rochester, produced the first atlas of pediatric surgical procedures.
He was joined in his community practice by Dr. Thomas C. Putnam and
Dr. Robert W. Ernmens. Dr. Pegoli was appointed chief in 1997, and he was
joined by Drs. Drugas and Santos.

Transplantation (established 2003)
Dr.AUyn May, in general surgery, and Dr. Charles Linke, in urology, initiated
the renal transplantation program. Dr. JamesC. Cerilli joined the faculty as
director of transplantation in 1989, followed shortly thereafter by Drs. Michael
Morris, Mark Orloff, and Louis Mieles. With the retirement of Dr. Cerilli in
1994, Dr. Oscar L. Bransther assumed leadership and developed programs in
hepatic and pancreatic trmsplantation. Dr. Bromther left h2000, and Dr.
Arnadeo Marcos assumed his mle. During the brief two years of Dr. Marcos's
tenure, the hepatic transplantation program became one of the busiest in the
United States. Dr. M m s then became director of the transplantation sentice at
the University of Pittsburgh, and Dr. Adel Bomrgzadeh was named chair of the
division. He recruited Drs. Ashok K.Jainand Peter Abt.

DIVISIONS OF THE PAST
At its inception, the Department of Surgery, in addition to the current
divisions, included other speaalty divisions: anesthesiology, orthopaedic surgery,
ophthalmology, urology,~~eurosurgq,
and otolaryngology,which were integral
elements that a&&
departmental status owr the years. This history considers
these specialties and their participants before they were granted departmental
autonomy.

Nurse anesthetists administered anesthesia until 1953, prior to the arrival
of Dr.Robert Sweet, the 6 r s t chief of the division of anesthesia He remained for
one year before moving ta the University of Michigan as chair the Department
of Anesthesiology. Dr. Sweet was replaced by Dr. Nicholas Greene, who similarly
stayed for a year and left to chair a department of anesthesiology at We
University.Dr.Vernon Thomas chaired tbe division from 1954 through 1959,
followed by Dr. Alistau Gillies. hthesioIogy was granted departmental status
in 1969.

Orthopadc Surgery (1926-1974)
Dr. R Plato Schwartz c h i d the division of orthopaedia from 1926
through 1957. He etablished one of&e first gait bratories. Dr. Robert
Robinson, who would later become the chair of the Department of
Orthopaedicsat JohnsH o p W and Dr. Fredaidr Zuck join4 the didon,
while a @%cant proportion of the dinid practice was c a r r i d out by
community based orthopaedk surgeons. Dr. Robert B. Duthie arrived h m the
United Kingdom to assume the chairmanship of the division in 1958. He left in
1% to become the Trwta Profesfor and later the N d W d Profcswr or
Ortho@c Surgery at Oxford University. In 1969,Dr. Lank,A. Galdst&, an
international authority on scoliosis, was nmuhdhorn his clinical practice in
Rochester and served as divisional chair until 1974. That year marked the
& b e n t
of the Department of Orthopdic Smrgery under tht leadaship
of C. UcCollister Evarts, a graduate of the RocJKstw Medical School and the
residency program, who had bctn chair of ortbopaedic surgery at the Qewland
Qinic.

@ h t M m o w (1927-1978)
Ophthahology began as a division of surgery in 1927, and was initially
headad by Dr.Albert C. Snd, who was in practice in the city. In 1931,Dr. John
Gipner, another &Wed community ophthhl*
assumed the h i e n h i p
position that he heid until 1%1 when he was replaced by Dr.Albert C. SneU, Jr.
Dr. Snell continued to coordinate the widency program until 1978,
Ophthalmology attained departmental status with the advent of Dr. Henry Metz
as chair in 1978.

Urology (1928-1973)
The history of urology witbin the Department of Surgery began, in 1926,
with the appointment of Dr.David M.Davis h m JohnsHopkins M e d i d
khml as the first chair. Two years lam, Dr.Winfield W. Scott, another trainee of
Dr. Hugh Young at JohnsHopkins, replaced Dr. Davis and directed the dEvision
for 30 years. Dr.Scott established the residency that produced several chairs of
academic programs.Assuciated with Dr.Scott on the Wty were Drs. Lawrence
J. MOW,
Hobart L. Boyd,JohnA. Benjamin, and lrwin N.Frank.
Dr. Scott was responsible for the acquisition of a siguiti-t endowment
for the division, the Buswell Fund. In 1958, Dr.Donald F. McDonald succeeded
Dr.Scott and cmrdinated studies of renovascular hypertension and the
endoaine management of cancer of the prostate. Dr.McDonald stepped down
in 1967, and Dr. Frank served as interim chair until Dr. Abraham T.K Cmkett
arrived Dr. Frank recruited Dr. Charla Linke, who initiated a renal mnsplantation
unit with the cooperation of Dr.Altyn G.May. Four years a h Dr. Codcett was
appointed chair of the division of urology in 1%9, it became an independent
department.

Dr.JohnJ. Morton, JL performed neurosurgical procedures at the onset.
In 1928, Dr.W
i
l
l
i
a
m P.Van Wagenen joined the surgical staff, as an instructor in
Surgery, with the charge to specialize in neuroswgery. He trained under Dr.
Harvey Cushing, and he also w e d as a resident at Memorial Hospital in New
York City and -ester
General Hospital. In 1930, Dr.Vanwagenen was listed

in the medial s d ~ catalogue
d
as assistant professor of ncurosurgcry, the tint
mention of the specialty in print. The next year, Dr.Vanwagmen r&
a gift to
establish the Abner Perry Fund to support a reseaKh fellow in neurosurgery.
This was the first endowed fund within the department.

Dr. Vanwagenen helped o g a n h the Hamy Gushing M e t y , which
w o M into the American Asmiation of Neurologid Surgeons,and was elected its f i s t president:in 1931. The American College of Surgeons designated the
University Rochester neurosurgery program as one of 18 within the United
States approved for training in 1939. During World War 11, while Dr.
Vanwagenen was in the Army, Dr. Jack Frcnch supervised the service, and the
residency was curtailed until 1946 when the faculty returned. After training
under Dr. Vanwagema and spending a f i l l d i p year at the University of
California, Dr. Frank P, Smith joined the faculty in 1949. In 1954, Dr.
Vanwagenen retired, and a division ofneurosurgery was established Dr. Smith
was appointed chief of the division in 1956 and, shortly thereafter, Dr. JosephV.
McDonald joined the faculty.Following a hiatus of s
d yearr,the residency
was re-established.
Dr. McDonald was appointed chair of the Division of Neurosurgery in
1975. In 1980, Dr.and Mrs. Frank P. Smith endowed a chair in neurological

surgery, the h t endowed chair within the Department of Surgery.Dr. S&e
O k r a returned to Strong Memorial Hospital after a brief stay at the
U n i d t y of Iowa as an associate p r o h r . Dr. Curtis Nelson later joined the

faculty and Dr. Thomas ~ o u s ewho
, had a community practice, p a k i p a t d
part-time, Dr. Webster Pilcber, who trained in Rochester,joined the fadiy in
1990 after a fellowship in epilepsy surgery. Dr.Eugene George,who had served
as chair of neurosurgery at Walter Reed Hospital, was appointed chair of the
division in 1991. He left to assume a position at the University of Texas in 1993,
In 1992, Dr.Paul Maurer, another product of the Rochester kahing program,
returned as an assistant professor. Neurosurgery became an independent
department within the medical school in 1998, and Dr.Robert J. Macunias was
recruited as chair.

Otolarytrgology (1928-2W)
The presence of the speualty at the medical center was initiated with the
appointment of Dr. Clyde Heady as the *chief of service: Dr.Heatly completed
his residency at JohnsHopkins Hospital and, subsequently, d w d a
Rockefeller €ellowship that allowed him to visit outstanding clinics in Vienna,
Zurich, and Edinbufgh He also studied endoscopy with Dr. Chevalier Jackson,a
pioneer in the field. Upon Dr. Heatly's arrival in 1928, he &neither a
salary nor space within the medical center and, consequently, established an
o k in the city. Aided by Dr.Stuart Nash, a residency program developed and
the first graduate, Dr. George HUman, who remained in the community, later
gained m s e in microsurgery of the ear for omlemtic deafnm and pdcipated
in training the residents, Among the residents trained, Dr. Ben Emerson and Dr.
Gertrude Bales, the first geographic-fulltime member of the otolaryngology
faculty, confined their practices to Strong Memorial Hospital.

Dr.JohnP. Frazer was appointed &air of the division in 1%2. A native
Rochesterian and graduate of the University of R&eiter Medical School, Dr.
Frazer, the first full-time chair of otolaryngology,W at Yale and was a
respected otologist in Honolulu. Utmbew of the Rochester Otolaryngology
Group, a large community-based practice, participated in the training program.
Dr. JohnNorante, a graduate of the midency, joined the f a d t y in 1971 after a
fehvship in head and neck surgery. Dr. JamesToomey was also recruited to
the division and remained four years before accepting a position as chief of
otolaryngology at the University of Conndicut. During Dr. Frazer's tenure, the
residency expanded from 3 to 6 trainees.
In January 1981, Dr. Arthur S. Hengerer, a speciatst in pediatric
o t o ~ o l o g practicing
y
in Rochester, assumed the divisional chair. shody
thereafter, Dr.Charles C. Parkins was recruitedto develop a research program,
and he brought the first National Institutes of Health grant, a study of cochlear
function, to the division. Dr.Paul Dutcher, a former resident who subsequently
took specialty training in neurotology, joinad the faculty. Dr. Vito Quatela, a
University of Rochester undergraduatewas recruited to provide expertise in

facial plastic and reconstructive surgery. The residency program changed from 2
years general surgery followed by 3 years of otolaryngology to 1 and 4 years
respedvely. The number of midents was i n d to 8 with 2 at each level.
In 1989, Robert Frisina, PhD was appointmi director of otoiaryngology
research. Dr.Frisina's father, the former president of the Nationd Technical
Institute for the Deaf at the Rdester Instihlte of Technology (RIT),was
instrumental in atablishing a joint ventwe b m e e n RIT and the Univtrsity of
Rochester. This resulted in the establishment of the Rochater htemational
Center for Hearing and Spech Research (RICHS). h 1994, a grant was recehed
to study hearing loss in the @g, and, over the ensuing years, about 14 million
dollars were infused into tbis research project.

In 1989, Dr.JohnWayman, a graduate of the residency,joined the faculty
and the following year Dr JohnConiglio, another graduate of the program with
specialty training in head and neck surgery, also joined the faculty. When he and
Dr. Quatela left for community p d c e , they were replaced by Dr, Saurin Popat
and Dr. Timothy Doerr. Dr.Ronald Pulli, who confined his practice to Parkridge
Hospital, became a full-time faculty member. In 2003, Dr.Kenneth Whitternore,
a graduate of the University of Rochester MedicaI School, was recruited for his
inter& in W t r i c otolaryngology. Dr. C. Michael Haben, and Dm JamesS.
Hadley add Chasc Miller, both graduata of the residency and spedalists in allergy
atolaryngology,a h joined the faculty. Otolaryngologywas granted deparbnental
status in 2004.

On the occasion of the Depafrment of Surgery's 25th anniversary in 1 9 9 ,
Dr. JohnJamisonMorton, Jr. wrote " A department of surgery in any medical
school exists because of several functions, which it performs. In the first p k , it
must provide teaching of fundamental surgical principles to undergraduate and
graduate medical students. Secondly it should aim to produce well-rounded
general practitioners and wen-qualified general and speaaLzed s u r p f l s . Thirdly,
it should give the best possible surgical sewice to the atizens of its community
and envhfls. Fourthly,it should train men to improw upon the prac~iceof surgery
by seeking and applying basic d i s c d e s made in experimental laboratories.
Fifthly, it should provide opportunityfor the development of future teachers of
surgery. What the exact order of importane for these various endeavors remains
debatable."
Dr. Morton's credo has w e d as a beacon directing the course of the
department for e@t decades. The products of the past provide a source of
pride. It is anticipatd that the future will be characterizedby a continual expansion
of that pride.

The individuals listed below include those who graduated from the
baccalaureate program of the University of Rochester [U],
graduates ofthe
University ofRochester School ofMedicine and Dentistry [MI,
those who speat
part d their residency in the Department of Surgery [r], those who campleted
their residency in surgery in general surgery or in a surgical specialty while the
W t y was incorporated in the Department of Surgery [R],Fellows [Fe],and
faculty IF].
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& m i d Contributions

Morton, JohnJ.: The Organization of a Tumor C h i c in a General Hospital.
Surgerx Gynecology and Obstetrics Vol. LII, 531-532, 193 1.
The first description of the inmrporation of a multi-disc$tumor
c h i c in a general hospital in the United States.
Morton, John J.: Interinnomino-abdominal (Hindquarter)Amputation. Annals
of Surgery Vol. I1 5,628-646, 1942.
A report of four cases. The first review of a series in the United States.
Pearse, H e m E.,Radakovich, Michael and Cogbill, Charles L.:An
Experimental Study of Antiperistaltic JejunalLoops. Annals of Siargety
VO~.
129,57-64,1949.
The optimum length for the antiperistalticlimb of a Roux-Y type of
anastomosis was found to be 12 inches. An enteroenterostomy does not
divert the entire intestinal stream wen when the limbs of the loops are 24
inches in length.

Mahoney, Earle 3. and Sherman, Charles D., Jt:Total Esophagoplasty Using
Inmithoracic Right Colon. Swgery Vol. 35,937-946, 1954.
A report of the &st successful use of retrosternai replacement of the
entire esophagus with the right colon in the United States and an extensive
review of esophageal replacement.
Schwartz, Seymour I. and Dale, W. Andrew: Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis.
A. A4 A Archim of SurgeryVol. 77,439-45 1,1958.
The fist report of a series (six new cases) and a review of the 13
previously reported cases.

Schwartz, Seymour I., Bales, Harold W., Emerson, George L.and Mahoney, Earle
B.: The Use of Intravenous Pituitrin in Treatment of Bleeding Esophageal
Varices. Surgery Vol. 45,72-80,1959.
This first series (9 patients) to report the successful use of Surgical
Pituitrin and Pitressin to control bleeding esophageal varices.
Intraoperative studies demonstrated a rapid and significant reduction of
portal venous pressure subsequent to the intravenous injection of the
medication.
Adams, James T. and DeWeese, JamesA.: Partial Interruption of the Inferior
Vena Cava with a New P M c Clip. Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics
VOI.123,1087- 1088,1966.
The introduction of a serrated clip to be applied externally to the inferior
vena Lava to prevent ernbobtion while maintaining flow. This was widely
applied prior to the advent of intracaval filters.

Po-Walter
J-Hmd, J o h n H . , R r i ~ ~ G . d
H.:~ W ~
A m l a a t h of Htaling with Zinc Sulhte A n d ufstrrgcry VoL 165,
432-436,1%7.

Thepapr~the~tof~inmnurdhealingand
s@ai&m dw:d & & q in burn patknk Oral supplemeneationa m h t d

heaIins aPf-ny.
khwutz, Seymour I, GriEth, h w m u S, Meistadt,-Id
and Wrs,Ki
Catptid Sinus Nerve Stirnuhion in the 'keehnat of W t i a t
-H
Amctican J o u d ufS@myML 114,5-15,1967.
The 6nt r e p r t of e k & i d stimulation of the bammepbr nerve
muldq in i m m d b and long-term, si&ant reduction of blood
pmwiure jd patiam rehctoryto medication The tdtique was receatfy
rejmmted. Dr.Karl IWg is directing a national trial.

Dc-

J-A.
a d Rob, aada G.: AutageIl~tuVe~~)us
G r hT m Y m
la*.
%I. 82,775-784,1977.
Tbe mortality tate at 5 yam and 10 yam was reported, as was the aaual
gr&ft patency for d v o m Tttis paper brought into foas the long-term
prognosis after peripheral arterial reconskudon.

This publication was conceived and coordinated by Dr.Seymour I.
Schwarza, who is responsible for the research, the narrative, and the format.
Dr. lames A. DeWeese contributed significantly to the general surgical material,
the residency program history, and the sections on Cardiothoracic and Vascular
Surgery. Drs. Robert M. McCormack and EIethea H.Caldwell provided the
material on Plastic Surgery. Drs. C. McCollister Evarts and Richard I. Burton
served as references for Orthopaedic Surgg: Dr.Irwin M.Prank contributed
material on Urology. Dr,Joseph V. McDonald is responsible for material on
Nmlogical Surgery. Dm.JohnP.Frazer and Arthur S. Hengerer provided
material on Otolaryngology.
Images were stlcaed from the d w s of the Miner Library with the
assistance of Christopher Hoolihan. Copyediting was conducted by Andrea
Weinstein and Manizheh EghW

